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Abstract: In recent years, the number of wind farms consisting of type 3 and type 4 wind turbines
located within the distribution system has been growing rapidly. Wind turbines can be utilized
as a continuous reactive power source to support the system voltage by taking advantage of their
reactive power control capability. This paper aims to further develop the reactive power assignment
strategy in order to minimize losses in wind farms described in the published paper. We introduce
the method of reconfiguration and numbering to apply the algorithm to the wind farm structure
and develop the previously-defined allocation ratio into two types of allocation ratios. The goal is to
apply the loss minimization algorithm to a wind farm configuration with up to two wind turbines
connected to one ring main unit (RMU). The proposed strategy reduces power loss and increases the
real power flow in the wind farm by allocating reactive power to connected wind turbines taking
into account the resistance value. The proposed allocation technique is validated in a Real Time
Digital Simulator (RTDS)-based Hardware-in-the-loop Simulation (HILS) environment considering
the Dongbok wind farm configuration in Jeju, South Korea. In the simulation, a Raspberry Pi acts as
a wind farm controller sending a reactive power dispatch signal to each wind turbine via Modbus
TCP/IP protocol. The simulation results mean that, applying the proposed algorithm, we can expect
loss reduction effects in the wind farm.

Keywords: wind farm management system; reactive power control; hardware-in-the-loop simulation;
RTDS; Raspberry Pi; loss minimization

1. Introduction

The environmental problem and the movement toward reducing the use of fossil
fuels are forcing power system planners around the globe to pursue the expansion of
renewable energy. In this process, the energy distribution around the world has changed
from in large part a conventional synchronous generator to a high level of inverter-based
resources (IBRs). With the spread of an energy policy promoting renewable energy based on
incentive legislation such as the Renewable Energy Certificate (REC), new market structures
have been created with not only existing companies but also small renewable energy
providers. This increase in unsupervised renewable energy may introduce uncertainty as
their output characteristics depend only on the environment, causing output fluctuation [1].
Therefore, renewable energy sources are required to have the ability to control their output
power, following specific regulations in order to mitigate various stability issues of the
power systems.

To effectively manage renewable energy sources, a hierarchical control structure based
on supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA), has been commonly imposed on
commercial power plants. This data analysis is applicable to the prediction process or active
power control method in various renewable management systems, as in [2]. Particularly in
large-scale wind power plants that require a wide area, SCADA is the basic configuration
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for operational reliability. With the enhancement of a communication capacity in SCADA,
as in [3], recent studies, such as [4,5], have developed active response plans that include
the Transmission System Operator (TSO) in terms of both real/reactive power. As for real
power control, improving the response to limiting signals is a primary concern for the
hierarchical control structure [6]. In [7–9], the practical delay of wind farm control in the
provision of ancillary services to the grid was studied and the effect of the curtailment
response was simulated. The effort was seen as progress toward a stable control process as
it focuses on the responsiveness of the connected power system with SCADA.

In the wind power sector, IBRs are considered to contain great potential in terms
of providing reactive power. In most countries, large-scale integration of wind farms is
possible with IBR, including a doubly-fed induction generator (DFIG) and a permanent
magnet synchronous generator (PMSG), which can provide reactive power support. With
advances in power conversion systems (PCS), various types of research have been carried
out on active and reactive power support by a single wind turbine. In [10], a method
of improving the transient stability condition was proposed by utilizing power injection
from a wind farm, based on a modification of the rotor side converter controller. The
authors in [11] proposed a coo7rdinated active and reactive power control scheme for
wind farms based on model predictive control (MPC). In [12–15], the authors proposed an
operation plan in certain wind integration systems utilizing controllable devices to improve
system stability.

In terms of supporting reactive power by a wind farm, grid-integrated renewable
sources must comply with the designated grid code. Regarding wind energy in particular,
control provisions are further subdivided, as in [16], due to concerns about output fluctu-
ations. General wind farms connected to substations through exclusive lines are obliged
to provide reactive power capability to the grid within the established curve [6,17]. In the
centralized control structure, reactive power management focuses on higher class reference
to handle the total extracted quantity at the common coupling point (PCC). A recently
developed wind farm management system adapts the hierarchical structure to use various
optimization or efficiency methods [18]. Some expanded real-time controllers using the
existing communication protocols require even advanced data aggregation methods [19,20].
In addition, with the use of hierarchical control structures, practical verification of the
control method and its accuracy is needed. A large-scale analysis using a Real-Time Digital
Simulator (RTDS) has been established to consider real-time simulation and in the future,
the impact assessment of distributed generation on the power system is likely to take the
form of a corresponding structure using RTDS. Considering large-scale renewable energy,
the use of RTDS is considered a remarkable emergency verification option.

TSOs have asked a power plant operator that supports reactive power to maintain an
imposed objective function for a single wind farm. In this process, the proportional method
which evenly divides the reference quantity among the wind turbines is widely utilized
in industrial applications. However, recently created solutions consider the wide-area
configuration of wind farms. As wind farms have a distribution voltage level (33 kV or
less) that may cause increased cable power loss [21], various studies are trying to find a
more efficient way to extract power according to the imposed reference. Along with this,
previous studies have addressed the issue of mechanical torque consideration to avoid
stress due to reactive power support [22], security margin in hierarchical control [23] and
thermal variation of PCS [24].

Recently published work on reactive power optimization using the fast response
capability of wind turbines implies that such control may contribute to the power converter
lifecycle in IBRs [25]. In addition, in the optimal reactive power control scheme of [26],
the consensus alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) is used to minimize
losses of DFIG-based wind farms, and [27,28] consider an optimal reactive power dispatch
strategy using artificial intelligence techniques to meet the control objective including
minimization of power loss. As IBR has the ability to regulate reactive power, it is evaluated
as economical to maximize the capability to provide the ancillary reactive power service.
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Since IBR-based wind farms of class over 100 MW can have a large compensation reserve,
as can single compensation facilities (such as STATCOM), it is likely that such capacity
will be available for the operation of the electrical system. Therefore, meeting the TSO
requirements encourages the additional application of reactive power management from
the point of view of operational advantages for wind farm owners. A reactive power
assignment strategy was introduced in [29] to minimize the loss in the radial wind farm
structure, and [30] developed an optimal reactive power dispatch strategy to minimize
wind farm power loss while maintaining the internal layout voltage within the operating
ranges. In [29,30], the simulation took into account the radial wind farm configuration with
a single wind turbine connection on one ring main unit (RMU).

This paper aims to evaluate the effect of a published management solution by per-
forming the RTDS-based HILS (Hardware-in-the-loop simulation) verification where the
RTDS model is configured based on the Dongbok wind farm configuration. By means
of hierarchical control flow and the objective function in [29], we intend to confirm the
adjustment availability of the published reactive power control algorithm based on the
radial structure of a wind farm with multiple wind turbine connections. Furthermore, in
HILS, the Raspberry Pi acts as a wind farm controller that communicates with RTDS via
Modbus TCP/IP protocol to dispatch reactive power to each wind turbine. This indicates
that the proposed management algorithm can find universal application in the real industry.

The paper is ordered as follows. In Section 2, we describe a framework for reactive
power dispatch including the hierarchical structure of wind farm control, reactive power
dispatch methodology, and the Dongbok wind farm on which simulation cases are based.
In Section 3, we introduce the method of reconfiguration and numbering to apply the algo-
rithm to the wind farm structure and develop the previously defined allocation. Section 4
presents the simulated results of this reactive power dispatch method with the various
cases of different reactive power dispatch. Finally, conclusions including the tendency of
the algorithm are drawn in Section 5.

2. Framework for Reactive Power Dispatch
2.1. Hierarchical Control

Hierarchical wind farm control is generally used to effectively control the reactive
power of wind turbines and manage power capacity [29]. After comparing the output
measured at PCC with the reference power received by the grid operator, a curtailment
signal is used to control individual wind turbines, and thanks to ESS integration, it is
possible to manage output control of wind turbines, hence alleviating transmission con-
gestion [31,32]. The hierarchical wind farm management system (WFMS) measures and
manages voltage fluctuations within the wind farm, including the PCC, and thus performs
the reactive power control in the same hierarchical control structure. Figure 1 illustrates
the hierarchical structure of reactive power control. The wind farm controller generates
the set reactive power assigned to the individual turbine controller as an input signal.
The wind farm controller receives information about each wind turbine and calculates the
amount of power available for each of them. Once the voltage in the PCC fluctuates or
a TSO transmits a signal for reactive power supply to the controller, the reactive power
required for each wind turbine is allocated based on the power output at the PCC via the
PI controller. In this allocation process, a simple proportional distribution method was
used until recently for the convenience of calculation, but optimized allocation methods for
reducing electrical loss and PCC voltage variation have been investigated in [29,30]. This
paper applies an allocation technique to the radial wind farm structure with multiple wind
turbine connections at each connection point in order to reduce losses that can occur in the
wind farm.
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2.2. Reactive Power Dispatch Methodology

The WFMS hierarchical control type manages power reference management for each
wind turbine. In general, the TSO can send the power dispatch signal to the WFMS in
real-time considering the current condition of the system. Generally, the active power
reference is determined based on the maximum power point tracking (MPPT) control, but
the TSO can transfer a curtailment signal to minimize the transmission congestion or to
optimize the mix of energy resources. The required amount of curtailment can be calculated,
and a power dispatch signal according to the respective curtailment signal is allocated to
each turbine by the WFMS. Regarding the reactive power control, it could be controlled
independently, and the WFMS can expect the reactive power reserve for each wind turbine.
Based on the capacity of the converter, the reactive reserve is generally calculated according
to Equation (1).

|Qmax| =
√

S2
pcs − P2 (1)

In Equation (1), Qmax means the reactive power reserve of the individual wind turbine,
and Spcs indicates its converter capacity. The reactive power reference for each turbine can
be determined from the corresponding real-time calculated power reserve and the reactive
power reference for the entire wind farm can be calculated according to Equation (2). In
Equation (2), Qre f means the reactive power output reference for each wind turbine and
Qord is the reactive power reference from the TSO for the entire wind farm.

Qord =
L

∑
l=1

Nl

∑
n=1

Qre f (l, n) (2)

This paper considers a loss-based reactive power allocation method to assign reactive
power references to minimize the reactive power flow through the entire wind farm cable.
In order to take into account the incremental transmission losses over a short period of
time, reactive power is allocated proportionally to the cable parameter which has a great
influence on the power loss. The power loss, Ploss, in the wind farm cable can be represented
by Equation (3).

Ploss = I2R =
P2 + Q2

V2 ·rcab (3)

In Equation (3), rcab means the cable resistance. A WFMS with a hierarchical control
structure can allocate the reactive power considering each cable parameter that is static
data. By focusing on static data rather than on time variable data, such as active power and
voltage, the power loss is proportional to the square of the reactive power flow. Therefore,
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Equation (4) can be configured in a wind farm where one or more wind turbines are
sequentially connected to each connection point.

η =

√
rline√

rcon +
√

rline
(4)

In Equation (4), rcon means the resistance of the cable connected between the RMU
and the wind turbine and rline means the resistance of the cable between RMUs. This ratio
considers the distance between the wind turbine connected to the current connection point
and the next connection point. This method applies to series-connected wind turbines,
but it is difficult to apply the same method to onshore wind farms where multiple wind
turbines are connected to a specific node. This paper analyzes the general structure of the
radial onshore wind farm and proposes a method to develop a published allocation method
by reconstructing a proportional function for the general wind farm structure where there
are up to two wind turbines connected on each RMU.

2.3. Dongbok Wind Farm

Figure 2 shows the Dongbok wind farm structure with 4 connection lines to the PCC
which is connected to the bulk power system the voltage level of which is 22.9 kV. Each
connection line is composed of two RMUs with one or two wind turbines connected on
each RMU. The radial configuration of the wind farm, which is the main consideration of
this paper, refers to the wind farm structure, to which is difficult to apply the published
allocation method due to the connection of two wind turbines at a specific connection point.
As multiple wind turbines at the same connection point should take charge of the reactive
power required for the connection point, a reconfiguration of the published allocation
method is required.
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Figure 2. Exemplary structure for multiple wind turbines connection (Dongbok wind farm).

In this paper, the simulation for verification takes into account the cable parameters
of the wind farm structure. Table 1 shows the RLC components of the cable. The cable
information is classified by the number of RMU and the connected wind turbines. The
RTDS-based simulation model is set up based on the corresponding cable information. The
proposed algorithm is also based on the wind farm configuration in which up to two wind
turbines are connected to one RMU model.
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Table 1. Inner cable parameters of Dongbok wind farm.

From To Cable SQMM
(mm2)

Length
(km)

XL
(Ω)

C
(µF)

R
(Ω)

L
(mH)

1 RMU1 60 0.374 0.0651 0.0785 0.1459 0.1726
2 RMU1 60 0.08 0.0139 0.0168 0.0312 0.0369

RMU1 RMU2 100 0.061 0.0099 0.014 0.0143 0.0262
3 RMU2 60 0.357 0.0621 0.075 0.1392 0.1648
15 RMU2 60 0.27 0.0470 0.0567 0.1053 0.1246

RMU2 PCC 200 4.57 0.6718 1.4624 0.5438 1.782
14 RMU3 60 0.261 0.0454 0.0548 0.1018 0.1205
13 RMU3 60 0.21 0.0365 0.0441 0.0819 0.0969

RMU3 RMU4 100 0.297 0.0481 0.0683 0.0695 0.1276
4 RMU4 60 0.203 0.0353 0.0426 0.0792 0.0937
12 RMU4 60 0.17 0.0296 0.0357 0.0663 0.0785

RMU4 PCC 200 3.83 0.0563 1.2256 0.4558 1.4934
11 RMU5 60 0.57 0.0992 0.1197 0.2223 0.2631
10 RMU5 60 0.226 0.0393 0.0475 0.0881 0.1043

RMU5 RMU6 100 0.173 0.028 0.0398 0.0405 0.0743
5 RMU 60 0.307 0.0535 0.0645 0.1197 0.1417
9 RMU6 60 0.082 0.0143 0.0172 0.032 0.0379

RMU6 PCC 200 3.01 0.4425 0.9632 0.3582 1.1737
6 RMU7 60 0.24 0.0418 0.0504 0.0936 0.1108

RMU7 RMU8 100 0.326 0.0528 0.075 0.0763 0.1401
8 RMU8 60 0.21 0.0365 0.0441 0.0819 0.0969
7 RMU8 60 0.142 0.0247 0.0298 0.0554 0.0655

RMU8 PCC 200 2.54 0.3734 0.8128 0.3023 0.9904

3. Algorithm Configuration

To apply the algorithm to the Dongbok wind farm configuration, its configura-
tion should be redefined, including the RMU and wind turbine numbering. Therefore,
the reconfiguration process from the configuration in Figure 2 to the configuration in
Figure 3 progresses.
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The numbering method for developing equations for the Dongbok wind farm model
is shown in Figure 4. For convenience, we focus on a single line connected to the PCC
with multiple RMUs and wind turbines. This paper derives the reactive power allocation
method by developing the reactive power reference allocation method when multiple wind
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turbines are connected, and the equations for assigning the power references to multiple
wind turbines connected to a specific connection point are presented below. When a single
wind turbine is connected to the nth RMU, the allocation ratio for the wind turbine is set
based on the number of connection points as shown in Equation (5).

ηn =

√
rn·n+1√

rcon·n +
√

rn·n+1
(5)
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However, for multiple wind turbine connections, the numbering system should be
modified to calculate the allocation ratio as shown in Figure 4.

To execute the reactive power allocation algorithm, two types of allocation ratios are
calculated as shown in Equations (6–8). After the optimization process that determines the
amount of reactive power to be allocated to each array, the reactive power reference for each
RMU is calculated depending on the RMU allocation ratio, αlm. The RMU allocation ratio
is calculated as shown in Equations (6) and (7). When calculating the RMU allocation ratio
on the RMU with two wind turbine connections, the parallel resistance value between the
RMU and the connected wind turbines is considered to represent the resistance components
connected to multiple wind turbines behind the RMUs as shown in Equation (6). When
one wind turbine is connected to the RMU, the resistance between the RMU and the wind
turbine (rl21) is only considered when calculating the RMU allocation ratio as shown in
Equation (7). Following that, the reactive power references for the wind turbines connected
to each RMU are calculated depending on the wind turbine’s allocation ratio, βlmn. The
wind turbine allocation ratios are calculated according to Equation (8). Given that in
Figure 4 there is only one wind turbine connected to the second RMU, the wind turbine
allocation ratio for wind turbine #l21 is 1, indicating that the wind turbine is responsible
for supplying the required reactive power of the RMU.

αl1 =

1/
√

1
1

rl11
+ 1

rl12

1/
√

1
1

rl11
+ 1

rl12

+ 1/
√

rl20 + rl21

(6)

αl2 =
1/
√

rl20 + rl21

1/
√

1
1

rl11
+ 1

rl12

+ 1/
√

rl20 + rl21

(7)

βl11 =
1/
√

rl11

1/
√

rl11 + 1/
√

rl12
=

√
rl12√

rl11 +
√

rl12
, βl12 =

√
rl11√

rl11 +
√

rl12
, βl21 = 1 (8)

Based on the respective allocation ratios, the reactive power reference required for the
mth connection point from the PCC is calculated as Equation (9) and the reactive power
reference required for the nth wind turbine at the mth connection point from the PCC is
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calculated as Equation (10). In Equations (9) and (10), Qreq(l) denotes the reactive power
required at one array and can be expressed as the sum of the reactive power required for
each wind turbine as shown in Equation (8). Qre f is the reactive power reference for each
wind turbine, and Qloss means the reactive power absorbed by the cable in the process of
transferring the reactive power from the wind turbine to the connection point. Based on
the configured equations, reactive power allocation can be carried out for multiple wind
turbine connections at a specific point.

Qreq(l, m) = αlm·Qreq(l) (9)

Qreq(l, m, n) = βlmn·Qreq(l, m) = βlmn·αlm·Qreq(l) (10)

Qreq·l =
M

∑
i=1

Nm

∑
j=1

Qreq(l, m, n) (11)

According to the above analysis of the allocation method, the configured algorithm is
shown in Figure 5. The algorithm is configured to calculate the reactive power allocation
amount in each wind turbine and mounted on the wind farm controller. The controller
recognizes the current wind farm information, such as the impedance parameter and the
number of connected wind turbines for each connection from PCC to the last connection
point, and applies a reactive power allocation method based on the updated information.
After the wind farm controller reads the real power flow and voltage information from
each wind turbine, the controller optimizes the reactive power reference Qreq(l, m) for each
RMU using Equation (12) to minimize loss across the wind farm. Then, the total amount
of reactive power reference for each array is calculated by summing the reactive power
required for all RMUs of the arrays. After determining a reactive power reference for each
array, the reactive power reference, Qre f of each wind turbine is calculated from previously
calculated allocation ratios as shown in Equations (6)–(8).

Min
L

∑
l=1

Mi

∑
m=1

[
rlm0·

Pm(l, m)2 + Qreq(l, m)2

V(l, m)2

]
(12)Electronics 2022, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW 9 of 15 
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4. Simulation Results

In order to apply the proposed algorithm to a commercialized wind farm, multiple
turbine connections were formed in an RTDS-based simulation. The Dongbok Wind Farm,
which has up to two wind turbines connected to one RMU, has four arrays with 15 wind
turbines. The wind farm utilizes HJWT 2000 in [33], which is based on the DFIG type.

Figure 6 indicates the RTDS-based simulation configuration where the GTNET card
of RTDS is connecting to Raspberry PI which acts as a wind farm controller via Modbus
TCP/IP protocol. The wind farm controller receives a reactive power dispatch signal from
TSO and based on this dispatch signal it sends a reactive power dispatch signal to each
wind turbine to reduce the loss within the wind farm layout. The detailed parameters of
the lines constituting the wind farm are shown in Table 1. Table 2 concerns the case study
performed to confirm the application and effect of the proposed algorithm. In the proposed
method, the reactive power capability of each wind turbine was calculated using Equation
(1) considering the PCS capacity of each wind turbine which is 2 MVA. Therefore, each
wind turbine has the same reactive power capability which is up to 1.323 MVar. In order
to validate the effectiveness of the proposed method, a comparison with the case with PD
method was conducted. The power loss can be measured from the simulation cases by the
difference between the sum of the measured active power from each wind turbine and the
measured active power flow at PCC.
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Table 2. Case study information.

Simulated Control Methods PD (Proportional Distribution), Proposed Method with
Reactive Power Capacity Limit (See Equation (1))

Reactive power requirement 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16 [MVAr]
Active power profile 1.5 [MW] × 15 = 22.5 [MW]

Simulation time 3 [s]
Dispatch time 1 [s]

Figures 7 and 8 indicate the simulation results for the case when the step change of
the reactive power reference to the wind farm occurs from the initial value (0 MVAr) to
the control target value (12 MVAr) as shown in the relevant case study in Table 2. Figure 7
shows the real/reactive power flow and voltage at the PCC. The PCC voltage change is
observed after a step change of the reactive power reference for the wind farm. After the
optimization process of the reactive power allocation for each array, the reactive power
references to be allocated to wind turbines are calculated by multiplying the allocation
ratios as shown in Equation (9), which can be represented in Figure 8. In Figure 8d, when
the assigned reactive power reference of the entire wind farm is 12 MVAr, it can be seen
that the calculated reactive power reference of the sixth wind turbine is beyond the reactive
power capacity limit of the wind turbine, and the reactive power reference for the wind
turbine is assigned a maximum output of 1.323 MVAr, which is the reactive power limit
in the case of 1.5 MW of real power output. It indicates that although the reactive power
outputs of some wind turbines are beyond their reactive power limits; the wind farm
controller reads the reactive power flow at the PCC and allocates additional reactive power
to other wind turbines.
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Table 3 shows the simulation results for different reactive power requirements on the
wind farm. In Table 3, the amounts of loss reduction via measured real power flow at the
PCC in simulation with PD and the proposed methods, respectively, are calculated. With
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the increase of the required reactive power, the loss reduction in the application of the
strategy increases, as shown in Figure 9.

Table 3. Average real power profiles and reduced power loss.

Qrequirement [MVAr] 4 6 8 10 12 14 16

(PD) Average profile [MW] 22.33672 22.33158 22.32402 22.31396 22.30148 22.28656 22.26916
(Proposed) Average profile [MW] 22.33684 22.33183 22.32438 22.31460 22.30259 22.28850 22.27145

Loss reduction amount [kW] 0.12 0.25 0.36 0.64 1.11 1.94 2.29
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Figure 10 indicates the calculated loss occurring on each array for different reactive
power requirements on the wind farm when applying PD and the proposed method. As
shown in the published paper, with the increase of the reactive power requirement, the
absolute value of the change in power loss increases for each array and it is observed that
all the power losses for arrays are standardized.
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5. Conclusions

This paper introduces a reactive power allocation strategy in a configured wind farm
which has multiple wind turbine connections. It is done by extending and developing the
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published reactive power allocation strategy to minimize wind farm losses. The RTDS
model of the Dongbok wind farm was established with the specified line parameters of real
layouts. The verification process was performed in a HILS environment with the designed
test system and a Raspberry Pi connecting to RTDS via Modbus TCP/IP protocol. It can
be concluded from the simulation results that even if many wind turbines are connected
to one connection point, the proposed loss minimization algorithm contributes to the loss
improvement within the wind farm when the reactive power references are allocated via
the calculated reactive power allocation ratio. The study also shows the average loss
comparison under the same conditions under a PD-based controller. Furthermore, the
standardization of the electrical loss in the wind farm internal arrays is observed, the
same effect in the application of the strategy demonstrated in the published paper. The
simulation results also show a greater loss improvement for the larger amounts of reactive
power that is dispatched from the TSO. This paper considers the case where a maximum of
two wind turbines are connected to one connection point, but future work will take into
account the applicability of the proposed algorithm in the case of further connection of
wind turbines or in the case of new and different wind farm layouts.
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Nomenclature

Qmax Reactive power reserve of wind turbine
Spcs Converter capacity of wind turbine
P Active power of wind turbine
Qre f Reactive power reference for wind turbine
Qord Reactive power reference from TSO for the entire wind farm
Ploss Power loss in wind farm
L Power loss in the wind farm cable
rcab Cable resistance
rline Line resistance between RMUs
rcon Resistance of cable connected between RMU and wind turbine
η Allocation ratio for wind turbine
rn·n+1 Line resistance between the nth RMU and the n + 1th RMU
rcon·n Line resistance between the nth RMU and the connected wind turbine
ηn Allocation ratio for wind turbine connected to the nth RMU
rlm0 Reconfigured resistance consisting of rline(lm0)
rlmn Reconfigured resistance consisting of rline(lmn), rtrans f ormer(lmn), and rconnection(lmn)
rline(lm0) line resistance between the m− 1th RMU and the mth RMU in the lth array

rline(lmn)
line resistance between the mth RMU and the nth wind turbine connected
to the mth RMU in the lth array
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rtrans f ormer(lmn)
line resistance between the mth RMU and the nth wind turbine connected
to the mth RMU in the lth array

rconnection(lmn)
line resistance by connection height of the nth wind turbine connected
to the mth RMU in the lth array

αlm RMU allocation ratio for the mth RMU in the lth array

βlmn
Wind turbine allocation ratio for the for the nth wind turbine connected
to the mth RMU in the lth array

Qreq(l) Reactive power required at the lth array
Qreq(l, m) Reactive power required at the mth RMU in the lth array

Qreq(l, m, n)
Reactive power required for the nth wind turbine connected
to the mth RMU in the lth array

Qloss(l, m, n)
Reactive power loss between the mth RMU and the nth wind turbine
connected to the mth RMU

Qre f (l, m, n)
Reactive power required for the nth wind turbine connected to
the mth RMU in the lth array considering reactive power loss

Pm(l, m) Measured value of active power flow at the mth RMU in the lth array
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